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EARLY YEARS
BY MILANA MALIAUKAITE
AND SUZANNE MCGINNIS

WEEK AT A GLANCE
Welcome back to our Early
Years learners after Easter
holidays. Our students were
happy to see each other and
share some stories about
activities they have been
enjoying during the week off.
Also we have been very busy
this week working on literacy
and numeracy.
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LITERACY
Our children were excited to
look back at their reading
skills by using Glenn Doman
method, decoding letters
into their respective sounds
through educational games,
writing capital and lowercase
alphabet letters and
practising writing their own
names.

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD
In the previous week young learners were introduced
to transportation topics. This week we continued
learning about the importance of being safe on the
road and also about how to protect yourself from
harm by being responsible. Students are learning
how to use and obey road safety rules.
NUMERACY
Young learners participated well
during counting numerous different
objects, writing and guessing the
missing number and working on
number sequence lines. This task
can help improve a child's ability
and confidence with numbers. Also
we talked about shapes and
enjoyed a repeated sequence of
geometric shapes activity.
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LOWER PRIMARY
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BY HELEN SMART

Welcome back after the Easter
holiday, I hope you enjoyed some
chocolate at least!

YEAR ONE
The Year Ones have been carrying on
with their phonics work as well as
experimenting
with
using
the
Cambridge text book. They looked at a
recipe for a fruit salad that was a
breakfast recipe for some children.
In maths we have been looking at
some aspects of measure, and learning
vocabulary such as shortest, tallest and
capacity.

A warm
welcome to
Ana, who is
joining Year
3 this term!

YEAR TWO
We have continued to develop our
undertanding of multiplication
through arrays, as well as learning
our 3x table, but it's difficult.
In Literacy the students have also
started to follow their Cambridge
books, and they have been learning
to write their address and talk
about jobs they think they would
like to do in the future.
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YEAR THREE
Year 3 have been looking at optical illusions
this week and describing what they can see,
even when it seems impossible. Year Three
also welcomed Ana to their class.
In Maths Matt has been working on the
time with the Year 3 students.

UPPER PRIMARY
BY HARMONY RUTHERFORD
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Welcome
PAU AND MARTI!

Welcome back to the final term of
this school year! This week in Upper
Primary we welcomed two new
students, brothers Pau and Marti. On
Tuesday we all meet on Zoom to
introduce ourselves and welcome
them into our class.
Joining a new school at this time
would be very strange, however Pau
and Marti have been doing their
best. They are learning everyone's
names and joining in all our
activities. Keep up the wonderful
work Pau and Marti!

Also this week all Upper Primary students began a new topic in Maths. We are learning
about measurement, specifically capacity. Capacity is the amount of liquid that a
container can hold. To measure capacity we use millilitres and litres. Students
completed an interactive measuring activity to help them grasp the real life application
of this strand of mathematics. I have heard that some students' measurements turned
into outdoor water fights with siblings. WHAT FUN!! All year groups will now complete
different levelled activities to help them grasp this concept further.

This week Matt began his tutoring sessions with Upper Primary students. Matt will be
connecting with each student once a week to support their academic learning as well
as their social and emotional wellbeing. This week Matt has seen craft projects, muay
tai moves, played chess and spent hours helping students complete work that they
found difficult. Thank you Matt!
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SECONDARY
BY JACK BLOUNT

What are we doing at
home?
Students are finding
themselves with some
extra time on their hands
and
are
exploring
different ways to keep
themselves
occupied.
This weeks newsletter
will share some insight
into secondary students
home-life
under
quarantine.

Ethan
I have done something
that I hadn't done when I
was at school. I am a
Youtuber and have an
account called Remil 2006
so I’ve been on it
frequently. Also, at home I
have made some cookies
during the time I was
supposed to be in school.
I have played tennis but in
the garden, against the
wall and have run around
my house for 30 minutes
every day. I am sleeping
more and at night I can be
awake for longer. I am
watching more movies
and wake up later the next
morning.
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Irene

Judith

I started this quarantine
thinking I would be so
bored and I would have
nothing to do. I was
completely
wrong,
because I have plenty of
classes and when I don't, I
have dance classes. I'm
pretty busy, but when I'm
not, I start to entertain
myself with different stuff
that was popular in the
past. I started doing DIY at
home.
For
example,
squishies, slime, stuff for
my turtles, drawing, etc.
Also, it had been a long
time since I didn't have a
bath, because before this
happened I was too busy
during the day. Now that I
have more free time, I
take baths and grab some
balloons. I fill them with
water and pop them. It’s
fun.
I
would
really
recommend these things.

During the day, I do
homework and go to
Skype classes, and when
I'm not doing that I'll run
on a treadmill I have at
home and I'll practise
piano and violin. When I
finish that, I text and call
friends, watch some TV
series with my sister or a
movie with my family, or I'll
go to my room to read.
The whole quarantine
thing is sometimes a good
thing because you have
time to do the things you
want and it's different to
everyday routine. But
sometimes, it's the worst
that could have happened
because technically you
are imprisoned in your
house and days seem to
repeat themselves.

